SERVE THE PEOPLE:

SMASH CAPITALISM
create red power
for communism
We are Serve the People

Serve the People (Tjen Folket) is a communist league
working to create a revolutionary communist party
in Norway. This party must be built with the revolutionary science of Marxism-Leninism-Maoism
(MLM), applied on the conditions of the society
where we work.
Serve the People wants to expose and combat
the capitulationism, pessimism, pacifism and revisionism of the «old left» - in both the dogmatic and
the right opportunist versions.
Serve the People develops work methods
based on MLM for our work for advancing the revolutionary organization and the revolutionary fighting
spirit of the working class and all oppressed people.
Serve the People recognize the revolutionary
struggle in the third world, especially the people’s
wars for new democratic revolution (as in India and
the Phillippines), as the most advanced forces of socialist revolution in the world.
Serve the People are convinced that the most
important task - the main task - for communists is
building the party and movement for revolution in
our own countries. A strong, revolutionary and communist movement nationally is a precondition for
strong proletarian internationalism.
Serve the People fight for Marxism-Leninism-Maoism (MLM) - against “left” dogmatism and
right opportunism. We do not need phrase mongering and mechanical book knowledge. Neither do we
need economist and narrow reform struggle.
We need to build dual power/peoples power/
red power here and now. We want opressed people to
challenge opression and grasp for power whereever

they can, in their school, university, work place, organization, street or town.
Serve the People fight for the total liberation
of the working class and the full emancipation of the
whole of mankind. For us, communism equals a real
humane society.

We need dedicated activists

The people of all nations needs liberation, needs revolution. There is no other way to liberation than fierce
struggle and hard work. We believe that communists
of all countries need to find one own road ahed, but
there is no other way than dedication and advanced
theory and work methods.
We believe Marxism-Leninism-Maoism
(MLM) is the most advanced theory for peoples and
workers revolution. Marxism was inspired from british economy, german philosophy, and french socialism. Then enriched with experience from peoples
struggle and power of Paris Commune, Russian
revolution, Chinese Peoples War and Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution - and also other experiences
from the class struggle of the last 150 years.
Political line is decisive, but political line is
not enough. Only real work gives real results.

Join the struggle.
Read more and
contact us on:
TJEN-FOLKET.NO

